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In van der Heijden and de Leeuw (1985) it was proposed to use loglinear analysis to detect
interactions in a multiway contingency table, and to explore the form of these interactions with
correspondence analysis. After performing the exploratory phase of the analysis, we will show
here how the results found in this phase can be used for confirmation.
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Introduction

Van der Heijden and de Leeuw (1985) show that correspondence analysis (CA) 
so-called multiple table can be interpreted as providing a decomposition of the difference
between the observed frequencies and expected frequencies for a restrictive loglinear
model. They propose to use this result to circumvent the "cumbersome job" of interpret-
ing a large number of loglinear interaction parameters: It is shown that loglinear analysis
can be used to detect interactions, whereas CA can represent these interactions graphi-
cally. In de Leeuw and van der Heijden (1988) the same approach is used for incomplete
contingency tables.

Another way to facilitate the interpretation of interaction parameters is to restrict the
interaction in some form or another, for example, to have a product form. In this way the
number of parameters to be interpreted can be reduced considerably. An example of such
a model is the RC association model, which is closely related to CA (Goodman, 1981,
1985, 1986). In this paper we use CA as a tool for exploring the interaction, in order to
obtain simpler models in which interaction parameters are restricted.

Relation between CA and the RC association model

In the two-variable case CA and the RC association model are related in the follow-
ing way. CA representations in k dimensions can be written as

m° = p"P’~( 1+~=1 ~ 2~r,~c~), (1)
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where pq is the observed proportion, and mij is the reconstituted proportion for cell (i, j);
2, is the singular value for dimension ct; ri, and c~, are scores for row i and column j on
dimension ~ normalized so that ~i pl.r,, = 0 = ~,~ pq c~, and ~,, pl.r~, = 1 = EJPq c~.2
Escoufier (1982) noted that ifx = ~k-=1 2, ri, c~, is small compared to 1, so that log (1 + x)
is approximately equal to x, we can rewrite (1) 

k

log mij ~ U + Ul(i) U2U) + E )’ ~ ri ~ Cj et, (2)

where u = 0, ulti) = log (p~.), u2tj) = log (p.j). Goodman (1981) showed that, if k = 1, and
the p~ stem from a discretized bivariate normal distribution (or a distribution that is
bivariate normal after a proper transformation of the rows and columns), no matter how
large 21, (1) is closely related to the RC association model

* *log m~ = u + uxt0 + u2tj) + c~ultou2tj) (3)

* and * where * and *~n the following way: ~b = 21, and ril = u~ti) rjl = u2~~, u~,) u2(i) are
normalized in the same way as r~. and c~.. Note that (2) is an approximation in 
components, whereas (3) has only one component. For mor6 details and related material,

see Goodman (1985, !986).
Model (3) can be viewed as a loglinear model allowing ,for interaction, where the

* *interaction u~z,j) is restricted to be u12,~) = dpuuou2~r For rest’rictions of the RC associ-
ation model we refer to Goodman (1985, 1986). Because of thesimilarity between (1) 
(3) CA provides us with indications for restricting the loglinear interaction parameters. 
this paper we illustrate how this result can be used in practical sittlati0ns.

Example

We further analyze the three-way table in van der Heijden and de Leeuw (1985),
having variables "method of suicide" (M), "age~’ (A) and "sex" (S). We will use chi-squares
in a descriptive way: firstlY, because of the large sample size (i,n ,fact, we deal with 
German population), all’ models are significant. Secondly, due. to usage of CA solutions
and repea~ed testir/g, we are not able to interpret the significance levels in ’the usual way,
and, strictly speaking, the chi-squares cannot be used for confirmation (we come back to
this in the discussion). Generally, like!ih,ood.-ratio statistics are preferable to test restrictive
models against eac.h other, because ~hey can be partitioned, However, here we will use
Pearson chi-squ.ares Z2, because the relation between th~ eigenvalues of CA and the Z2 for
independence is explicitly, defined.

In order to perform CA, van der Heijden and de Leeuw (1985) constructed a two-way
table in which A and :S were coded interactively, thus creating anew variable with
17 × 2 = 34 ca,tegories. The first two CA’dimensions were shown in their Figure 1. These
display zl = .519, and ~2 = .381 of the association as measured by Z2 = 9995 for model

[M][SA]. CA decomposes the residuals from this model, being the terms u~2,~) + Ui3(ik)
+ U123ti~kr Here the variables M, S and A are denoted as 1, 2 and3, indexed with i,j and

k respectively. We shall now pick out which particular parts of the three terms are shown
by the first two dimensions of CA.

Dimension 1 reveals a difference between men and women relative to their use of the
methods, and does not involve age. We conclude that we can write the interaction

* multiplied bybetween S and M, u~,j~, as a fixed term different for men and women,
the parameters for the method categories,ult~).* " u~2,~) = u~tou2~i).* * This is not restrictive,
since S has two categories, and the main effect term uu0 is already present in the model. If
u~,)u2tj)* isadded to [M’][SA], then themodel becomes [MS][SA]. Fitt ing [MS][SA] we
find Z2= 4519 (df is 256). The proportion of Z2 that is "explained" by including u~tou2~,* *, is
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(9995 - 4519)/9995 = .548, which is near 1 =.519. Thus our in terpretation of dimension
1 as showing S - M interaction appears to be adequate.

Dimension 2 of CA shows that age scores are approximately the same for both sexes.
Hence the second dimension reveals the interaction between A and M only. It also reveals
that the interaction between A and M might be linear in A, when we exclude 10÷ and
15 +. Hence we write:

Ul3(ik) unrestricted for k = 1, 2
(4)

u13(ik~ = uuok, for k > 3.

When we fit model [MS][MA][SA] with Restriction (4), we find 2 =999 (dr is 232),
providing a reduction of (4519-999)/9995 = .352; that is close to 2 =.381. This te nds to
confirm that the interaction between A and M as displaYed on Dimension 2 is linear
(from 15+ onward). In Figure 1, * and ul~0 uu0 are plotted. The resemblance with the CA
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FIGURE 1
Plot of method scoresut.~* and ut. r** The scores are normalized so that--’~’.* p~. r~ = 0 =--~’v Pv c~ and--~’~ p~. r, 2.._ =
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solution is striking. However, for model [MS]I-MA][SA] in which the interactions are
unrestricted, X2= 436 (df is 128). This Z2 is much lower than the 2 f or model
[MS][MA][SA] with (4), so (4) is clearly not sufficient to model the complete A-M
interaction. Therefore we studied the third CA dimension. It reveals roughly a quadratic
effect in A. When we model this by replacing the second part of (4) by Ula~k) = u~tok 
u***v2 for k > 3, we find Z2 = 646, with 224 df. This becomes quite near the value given

1(i) 

above for the unrestricted ,4 - M interaction. 96 d.f.’s are won by restricting U~a,k~ in this
way.

To get ideas for a restrictive modeling of the second order interaction, we use Figure
4 of van der Heijden and de Leeuw (1985). Dimension 1 of this figure indicates that 
large part of this interaction can be written in product form as u~2at~j~) = "~to ~2t~)~ ,
whereu2o~* for S is fixed as before, A is taken to be quadratic, and only parameters ,,****

,,****.,. ~.2 has Z2 = 263, withfor M have to be estimated. Model I-MSA] with u~zato~) = -It0
120 df. Compared to I-MS]I-MA][SA], (436 - 263)/436 = .400 of the second-order intera-
tion is modeled restrictively (using only 8 df). It departs somewhat from r~ = .491 for
Figure 4, which is partly because the sum of the eigenvalues of generalized CA do not
correspond precisely to 3(2.

Discussion and Conclusion

We think that CA can be useful as an exploratory method that helps finding a model
with restrictions on the interaction parameters. For example, (some of) the categories of 
variable can play a linear or quadratic role in the interaction. CA can also show that over
different interactions the parameter estimates for some variable could be the same without
a great loss of fit. So CA guides one directly to the proper restrictions to be chosen. As a
reviewer indicated, a different approach is to plot estimated u-terms directly, for example,
by setting out category numbers horizontally, and estimates vertically, and connecting
estimates by lines. However, this does not always guide easily to the proper restrictions,
because the lines of u-terms are unrestricted; in CA the categories are scaled optimally in
some sense, so that one line is obtained. Secondly, if the categories of the variable do not
have an a priori order, the plotting approach is more difficult to apply. Another alter-
native is not to stick with conventional CA, but, as in (2), to take off row and column
effects and to apply PCA to the residual. We have no practical experience with this.

If an ordinary CA solution does not provide indications as clear as in our example, it
might be useful to study generalized CA decomposing residuals from less restricted
models. Thus some interactions are not shown, making the remaining interactions clearly
visible (compare our use of Figure 4). Another option is to use another multiple table. 
general, if one is interested in the role of a particular variable in some interaction, this role
is more easily studied when this variable is not merged with another one. Thus the
variable receives only one set of scores for each dimension.

A serious danger of our exploratory search for a model is that of overfitting the data.
This was one of the reasons we used chi-squares in a descriptive way. However, the
problem of overfitting can be solved by using cross-validation procedures (compare
Bonett & Bentler, 1983).
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